
Why Breakfast is So Important

We hear it everywhere, from doctors to trainers to talk shows. But an ABC News poll indicates that only

53% of people ages 18-34 eat breakfast on a regular basis. That number steadily goes up through the age groups

with 83% of people over the age of 65 eating breakfast regularly. But why is it so important? Why do we have such

a hard time eating breakfast? What if I am just not hungry in the morning?

The importance of breakfast can be summed up rather quickly; if you don’t put gas in the tank, it won’t run.

The general tradition of dinner is that it is eaten in the evening from 5 – 8:30. Assuming we wake up around 5 am

(which may be too early for most), that is still 8.5 – 12 hours without eating. And that is during the time when our

body is supposed to be repairing itself and recharging itself. The food we eat in the evening is used primarily for

those purposes. However, if dinner carries us through until 5 a.m., and we don’t eat again until noon, what exactly is

our body using as fuel for those 7 morning hours; the answer is other tissues which are lower on the hierarchy of

importance.

At this point, a few things happen. 1) Your metabolism will slow down in order to conserve energy. 2) Much

of the muscle tissue you have worked so hard to get is not being maintained, and is thus being lost. You lose

muscle if you don’t provide energy to maintain it!! 3) Your brain requires a lot of energy (food) to work properly.

Eating breakfast will get an energy source to your brain to increase mental focus and decrease fatigue, as well as

stimulate the proper energy source for the day ahead. You’re not a “breakfast” person? Become one. Stop making

excuses and simply do it.

Consider the following research:

 A 2013 study in the American Journal of Clinical Nutrition showed that people who ate a breakfast of at

least 35-g of protein and 350-calories had a higher levels of fullness, satiety and calorie control in teenage

girls.

 A 2003 study in the Journal of Nutrition showed that a breakfast with a higher protein:carbohydrate ratio

(more protein, fewer carbohydrate) for breakfast led to fat loss, better satiety and were more successful with

a fat-loss exercise plan.

 A 2008 study in the American Journal of Clinical Nutrition stated that people with lower body fat had

higher percentages of fat oxidation (i.e. fat “burning”) over a 12 hour period following breakfast.

 A critical review of high protein diets in 2004 demonstrated that higher protein meals have a greater calorie

using/burning potential and should be considered for fat-loss.

Eating breakfast gives your body fuel to run on. It is best to eat a small meal containing complex

carbohydrates and protein 60-90 minutes before exercise, and then eat something similar soon after strenuous

exercise. An example would be whole grain toast with natural peanut butter and a small glass of low fat milk prior

to exercise and yogurt, a serving of protein supplement, along with raw fruit shortly after exercise to minimize

muscle break down and enhance production of new muscle tissue. This will ensure that your body gets the energy

and nutrients that it needs without sacrificing your reduced calorie goals for fat loss and increased muscle. Bottom

line: Eating breakfast helps you to lose weight!!



Now are there exceptions to this? Yes. For example, people with a low body fat% can utilize a variety of

intermittent fasting protocols to achieve a lower body fat %. However, this is more the exception than the rule.

Breakfast has been shown to be a crucial step in fat-loss programs.

If you have any questions, feel free to call or email me at the information below.
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